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Name: Date:

Competent, Skilled Multiple 
Choice
 I, even I, am YHWH; and BESIDE ME  there is NO SAVIOUR. - Isaiah 43:11

A number of definitions are listed. Below each definition are 4 words that may match 
the definition. Print the letter of the word which matches the definition in the space 
provided by each definition.

1. painstakingly careful and accurate

A. talented   B. dexterous   C. clever   D. thorough

D

2. outfitted or supplied with clothing

A. adroit   B. adept   C. suited   D. suitable

C

3. quick or skillful or adept in action or thought

A. adroit   B. dexterous   C. au fait   D. qualified

A

4. . having or showing knowledge and skill and aptitude

A. proper   B. expert   C. suited   D. proficient

D

5. (usually followed by `of’) having capacity or ability

A. skillful   B. satisfactory   C. thorough   D. capable

D

6. skillful in physical movements; especially of the hands

A. expert   B. efficient   C. dexterous   D. adept

C

7. meeting requirements

A. skillful   B. suitable   C. satisfactory   D. adroit

C

8. fully informed; in touch or expert

A. au fait   B. suitable   C. satisfactory   D. able

A

9. appropriate for a condition or purpose or occasion or a person’s character, needs

A. adept   B. capable   C. dexterous   D. suitable

D

10. conforming to established standards of behavior or manners;

A. au fait   B. proficient   C. proper   D. suited

C

11. endowed with talent or talents

A. talented   B. serviceable   C. able   D. expert

A

12. being effective without wasting time or effort or expense

A. accomplished   B. proficient   C. adept   D. efficient

D
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13. showing inventiveness and skill

A. accomplished   B. efficient   C. clever   D. thorough

C

14. legally qualified

A. efficient   B. serviceable   C. proper   D. qualified

D

15. successfully completed or brought to an end

A. dexterous   B. accomplished   C. au fait   D. qualified

B

16. done with delicacy and skill

A. capable   B. talented   C. skillful   D. adroit

C

17. having or showing knowledge and skill and aptitude

A. adept   B. suited   C. thorough   D. satisfactory

A

18. intended or able to serve a purpose without elaboration

A. skillful   B. serviceable   C. proficient   D. able

B

19. having or showing knowledge and skill and aptitude

A. accomplished   B. expert   C. able   D. qualified

B

20. having the necessary means or skill or know-how or authority to do something

A. talented   B. clever   C. able   D. dexterous

C


